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Parallel Programming
Exercise sheet 4: Memory Consistency.

Programming with OpenMP

Issued at 6/6/07, to be discussed at 13/6/07

1 Consistency Models

Given are the following two sequences of operations in a DSM system. Which of the
consistency models: strict, sequential, and causal allow for such a memory behaviour?
Justify your answer.
The notation used is the same as in the lecture notes.

2 Dependence Analysis

Given are the following program sequence. Identify the dependencies that occur
inside the sequence and visualize them by means of dependence graphs. Suggest
ways for avoiding/eliminating the identified dependencies.

a) for i = 2 to n− 1 do
for j = 2 to n− 1 do
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end for

b) for i = 1 to n do
for j = 1 to m do

ai+k = ai + bj+k + ci−1

bj+3 = bj+k + ai − cj−1

end for
end for

3 A Classic: Reader-Writer Problem

Consider the exercise 3 from the previous exercise sheet, i.e. the reader-writer pro-
blem. Implement the theoretical solutions that you have got for it in an OpenMP
program read-write.c, where the threads compete for one resource – a buffer –
and have alternate access to this resource. The writer threads try to fill the buffer
with random numbers, while the reader threads read numbers from the buffer and
print them to the console. Beware that the writer threads can’t fill the buffer when
it’s full and that the reader threads can’t read from the buffer when it’s empty!
Run your program for different numbers of writers and readers.

4 Shortest Distances in a Graph

Given is a graph with n nodes as adjacent matrix A ∈ INn×n where coefficients
aij 6= ∞ denote an edge between nodes ni and nj with a distance corresponding to
the value of aij ; otherwise there’s no edge between nodes ni and nj . The following
algorithm allows to compute the shortest distances from any arbitrary point s to all
other points:

Think about how to develop a parallel version of the algorithm described above.
Which parts can be done in parallel and which not? Also think about the type of
your parallel approach, could you use a data or functional parallelism? According
to your considerations, write an OpenMP-Program shortest-path.c to calculate
the shortest paths from any arbitrary node s to all other nodes in a graph in parallel.



Algorithm 1 Calculating shortest distances in a graph
s ⇐ any arbitrary node;
allocate array of size n: shortest[] ⇐∞;
allocate array of size n: queue[] ⇐ 0;
shortest[s] ⇐ 0;
while ( queue not empty ) do

i ⇐ first element in queue;
for j = 1 to n do

distance = shortest[i] + aij ;
if ( distance < shortest[j] ) then

shortest[j] ⇐ distance;
if ( j not in queue ) then

append j to queue;
end if

end if
end for
delete first element in queue;

end while

Have fun!


